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LIST OP SYI'IBOLS

CI constant

0.r\ Fourier coefficient

A Integration constant

b constant

hn Fourier coefficient

B integration constant

C constant

CCv) Fresnel Integral of argument V

energy

amplitude of an harmonic driving function

general driving function

^^ acceleration due to gravity

^ spring constant

A length of a simple pendulum

^ mass

n integer

p/lir natural frequency of a simple vibrator

P amplitude of the driving force

^ constant; inversely proportional to the angular
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R
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non-dimensional dependent variable in the equation
of motion for a simple vibrator

Ke envelope of the maximum amplitudes of R
m the mazimxim amplitude encountered in passing throxigh

resonance

iv



S(y) Presnel Integral of argument V

t time

T period of a simple harmonic motion

U non-dimensional independent variable in equation
of motion for a simple vibrator

Um the value of U where the maximum amplitude of f?e

is encountered

V argument of the Fresnel integrals

X displacement

"2. integration variable

0^/271" constant angular acceleration of the driving
force in cycles per second per second

j3 integration variable

y' non-dimensional damping coefficient

£ phase angle

S initial phase of the simple vibrator

f Impulse

f time at which the frequency of the driving force
is equal to the natural frequency of the simple
vibrator

^ angle

u;/2Tr frequency of the driving function



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The study of vibrations begins historically and

naturally with the simple pendulum. Consider a particle

of mass Hi suspended from a fixed point by a negligibly

light rigid rod of length JL . If the particle is con-

strained to move in a vertical plane, and if the angle the

string makes with the vertical is (^ , then the equation of

motion ^'^f is

This is a nonlinear equation whose solution involves elliptic

(2)
integrals of the first kind. For sufficiently small os-

cillations sin ^^ (p . The equation of motion is then

linear

where X = ^ (P ^ and ^^-O/j^ . The complete solution ^^' is

X = acosi^t -e)

The particle performs simple harmonic motion x^ith a period

T = 27r/p which is independent of the amplitude and is deter-

mined by the nature of the system itself. This observation

was made by Galileo in 1583j the pendulum being a lamp hanging

(4)
in the cathedral of Pisa.^ A theorem to this effect in

-1-
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Newton's Prlnclpla states, "Supposins the centripetal force

to "be proportional to the distance of the "body from the

centre; all "bodies. . .which move in right lines, nmnins

backwards and fori-ra,rds alternately, will complete their

several periods of going and retviming in the same times." ^-^'

The concept of a dynamical system being perfectly

isolated and free of disslpative forces is an ideal one.

To represent the effect of dissipation, whether this Is

due to causes internal to the system, or to the communication

of energy to a surrounding medium, a force of resistance

proportional to the velocity is introduced into the equation

of motion ^ '

dVdt' -J- ^f dx/dt -h jj^'X = O
The solution is

x = a e"^^*^" cosi^pt -e)

XThere ^ = (l^'^V^)^ . If the friction is so great that

X/^ > 1 , the solution changes form and is not an oscillatory

(7)
fxonction of time. For YV'^i- < 1 the solution may be

regarded as expressing a vibration whose amplitude is not a

constant, but decreases exponentially in time. The expression

for the frequency involves only the second power of J ,

so that to the first order approximation the friction has

no effect on the frequency of the vibration. The vibrations

(8)
considered above are called free vibrations. They are

those executed by the particle when disttirbed from equilibrium

and then left to itself. A system obeying the above equation
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of motion is called a simple vibrator. Another illustration

of the simple vibrator which is commonly used in physics

and engineering is a single mass particle suspended from a

fixed point by means of a spring. The "stiffness" of the

spring is denoted by its spring constant Ji which is

defined as the force necessary to extend the spring a unit

of length. ^^^ The period of vibration is T= 2iT\/7n7^ .

A significant part of most textbooks on mechanical vibrations

is concerned ^^^ith methods of approximating more complicated

mechanical systems by the simple vibrator and calculating

an effective spring constant.^

The most commonly treated disturbing force is one which

is a simple harmonic function of time. The equation of

motion for an undamped simple vibrator driven by such a

force is

d'x/dt' +-f)"X =-fcos uot

The complete solution of this eqxiation is

X = A COS y^t i- B sin pt +[i/(p''--Lo^)] cos u>t

The first two terms with the arbitrary constants represent

the free vibration of the particle with a frequency deter-

mined by the system. On this is superposed a forced

vibration ^ ' represented by the last term. This is of

simple harmonic type with a frequency equal to that of uhe

disturbing force. In the case of exact coincidence between

the frequency of the driving force and the natural frequency

of the system the amplitude of the forced vibration becomes
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(12)
infinite.^ ' Physical examples of the simple vibrator

such as the penduli;ua and the mass on a sprins are restricted

to small amplitudes in order that the above description be

valid. We are thus led to conclude that for OJ = p this

solution becomes unmeaninsful . An intelligible result may-

be obtained, however, if we examine a particular case in

(13)
which the initial conditions are definite.^ -^^ Suppose,

for example, that the mass starts from rest in the zero

position at t = . The solution is then

X =[-F/(u;^-.p')](COS^t - COSLJt)

xffhlch may be written

y = _£ sin Vdi^~-p>)t Sin ya(u;4-p)t

Thus when the frequency of the driving force is very nearly

eq\aal to the nattiral frequency of the system

X ^ i/t^p) t sin^t

This may be interpreted as a periodic vibration whose amplitude

Increases linearly with time, and is a valid representation for

(14)
the early stages of the motion.

The effect of friction may be examined by including a

velocity dependent dissipative term in the equation of motion.

d\/dt' -]- ^.p dx/dt -^rp'X = fcos u>t

Because of damping, the free vibrations will eventually become

negligible. The particular solution is
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X =[-f Sin£./(^^u;)J COS(U't-e)

where

tan e = ^^pu)/(p^-Lo^)

The forced vibration has the same period as the applied

force. The phase, £ , goes from zero at u; = 0, to IT as

w approaches inflnity.^-^Thus the phase of the oscillation

always lags behind that of the driving force. In particular,

vj-hen the frequency of this applied force is equal to the

natural frequency of the system the phase of its oscillation

lags behind that of the driving force by a quarter cycle.

An early application of the forced simple vibrator was in

^^ ^, ^ ^. > (16,17)
the theory of tiaes.

Suppose that f is given and consider the effect on a

given system of a variation in the frequency of the disturbing

force. The kinetic energy of the system as it passes through

(18)
equilibrium is

r ^

This is a mazimum when Sin£=r [ , i.e., when the frequency

of the driving force is eq-ual to the natural frequency of the

system. To note the effect of damping on the maximum amplitude

of vibration the particular solution is written as

X =
C(i>'- uj')\ fp^u:>T

COS Lujt-e)
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Thus when u) = p the amplitude is f/C^p*) which approaches

infinity as ^ approaches zero. The maximxim amplitude

occurs at

Consider now the equation of motion for a simple vibrator

driven by a more general disturbing force

The solution is easily reduced to quadratures by the method

(19)
of variation of parameters.

x= -Yp- (J

sin^^pt J-fct) e cos^jptdt

where ^^il'^fVsO* . It is unnecessary to include explicitly

the free vibration terms since they are already present by

virtue of the arbitrary constants implied in the indefinite

integrals. Lamb considers the case when there is no damping

r a. (20)
and TCt) is sensible only for a certain finite range of t .

If the particle is initially at rest and in the equilibrium

position

X=^ Sin.ptJ^fy:)C0S^t dt ~ -^ Cos^tJh)SmJptdt

The vibration which remains after the applied force has

become negligible is

X = A COS pt + B Sin^t
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where

A = -
-p_| -f(t) Sin^t dt and B= :pj h)cosf>t dt

(21)For example let

h)-~ J^

This represents a force which is sensible for a certain in-

terval on both sides of the origin of the time axis, depending

on the value of C , the integral amount of impulse being U .

An instantaneous impulse can be approximated by making C

sufficiently small. For this f(t) one finds that

The exponential factor shows the effect of spreading out the

impulse. This effect is greater, the larger the frequency of

the natural vibration.

A frequently mentioned method of treating a general

distxirbing force fit) is to expand it in a Fourier series.

CO I

f(t) = ^0/2 -I- E iCin CDS r\uot 4- bn sin nwt

)

xii'here 2tt/u; is taken to be the period of the disturbing force.

Since the eq^^ation of motion is linear, the total forced

vibration is a superposition of those caused by each term in

the series. The remaining problem is to evaluate the coefficients

For certain TCt) , such as a square VTave,^ -^^ these integrals

can be easily performed, and only a few terms of the Fourier

series will represent the function to a suitable degree of



accuracy. However, for many physically interesting -fct)

the evaluation of the Fourier coefficients poses as formidable

a problem as performing the original quadratures. In fact

for the disturbing force considered in the next chapter it

poses precisely the same problem.



CHAPTER II

CONSTANT ACCELERATION THROUGH RESONANCE

Many mechanical systems capable of vibration are normally

operated above their critical speed and must pass thro\igh this

critical speed in being started and again in coming to rest.

The response of a simple vibrator to a force whose frequency

sweeps through the natural frequency of the system in the

simplest manner would yield information about this process.

Such a driving force can be written

h) ~ Pcos u;ct)t

where P is the amplitude and u;« is a function of time.

The equation of motion for an undamped vibrator driven by

such a force is

md'x/dt' + >^X = Pcos ^x.)t

where m is the mass and Jk is the spring constant. The

integration of this differential equation is easily reduced

to quadratures by the method of variation of parameters

X = _p sin ^tj^ COS u;ct)t cos^t dt

- COSJptj COS tO(f)t Sinft dtj

-9-
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where )p^-='k/m is the natural frequency of the vibrator.

Some difficulties in performing these quadratures are

immediately evident. The large number of cycles that a

mechanical system may perform before reaching the interesting

region near resonance discourages the use of either analog

or digital computers to perform the qiiadratures of the

motion. If one expands the driving force in a Fourier series

CO «>

COS Wttit = aj2 + Z ^n cos nu;t -f Z b^ sin nu;t

the task of evaluating the coefficients

CKrs — -^ \ COS (4t)t cosnu^tdt
"(B

bn = -^J COS u;(t)t Sinnu^t dt
o

Is equivalent to performing the original quadratures.

In a classical paper P. M. Levjls ^ ' analyzed the

dynamics of a simple vibrator for the case when the frequency

of the applied force depends linearly on time. His quantitative

results were obtained by graphical contour integration and

presented in graphical form, only for widely selected values

of the parameters. The figure which shows the summary of his

(25)
conclusions for zero damping is frequently reproduced.^

Additionally, Lewis noted that the quadratures in the case

of undamped motion could be expressed as Fresnel integrals;

however, he did not develop this procedure. In view of the
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general Interest In the analysis by Lewis and, in particular,

in the design of high speed turbines and propellant pumps

it may be worthwhile to shov; that a systematic treatment by

Fresnel integrals leads to simple algebraic expressions for

the approximate location of the maximum displacement of the

vibrating system and also for its approximate amplitude.

If the initial frequency of the applied force is zero

then

f(„ = Pcosie -^'ho^v)

where 9 is the initial phase and <</27i is the constant

angular acceleration of the applied force in cycles per

second per second. The equation of motion may be put into

dimensionless form by the following transformations:

U = t/r and R = Jx/P
where T is the time at which the frequency of the applied

force is equal to the natural frequency of the vibrator, i.e.,

LJ{y] = oLX = >p . The resulting non-dimensional equation of

motion is

d'R/dw^ + ^ttYR = ^ny cosier ir^Li')

where (2 = >pt/(27T) is the number of oscillations the free

vibrator would perform in time T . In terms of the angular

acceleration of the driving force az=^y(Zvo(), The com-

plete solution of the differential equation is

R(w,^.©) = A COS 2t7^w -f-Bsjn2TT^w + F?p
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where A and B are the usual Integration constants and

where Rp , the particular solution, Is

Rp = 2ti(2 J c^s(e+ 7T^/3') sin[2Tr^(u-pl]d|3

If the vibrating system is initially at rest and if it is

in a configuration such that the elastic force is in equilib-

rium with the applied force, then R(o,<2,0) = CDS 9 and

(DR/DuJu-o ^^=
, and the complete solution may be put

into the foim

R(u,ve) — R. (u.^) COS 9 + F?aCM.^) Sin^

where

RiliA.c^)— 2-^oJ [cosjicj^^^ Sin2-rr^(u-|3]]dp + cos 2tt^u

and

[sinTT^lS' S/n2]T^(u-(3)]d|3

The amplitude of the maximum displacement and its location

may be found from the equation for the envelope, Ke j which

is obtained by eliminating betvreen the equation for

Riu.<^,e) and d'R/d9 = 0, Obviously, Re = R. "^R,.

If

Ccv) =j C0S(-f\zV2)d2 and S(y) = 1 Sin(TT2y2)d2

denote the Fresnel integrals,^ ' some manipulation shows

that



+ [ S[(w-o^J -f Se/5^i] cos 71^(2 u -i)

~L Sau+ovo^-] --Sj/^:]cos iT^(2u+/)3 -\-cos2-nou
and

RjCu,^^ = Tlilf 2 L C[cu-.)v^: -;- Ci'*:^^]] COS 71^/ ( 2 u -])

-
[ Sau-'W5:?j + Se;??]] S in ty^ (^u-O

-
L Quv.^v^v] - C[v'S^l] cos 77^ ( 2 U H- 1 ]

—[ Sf^i-.);/!?] - S:s^]] S in Tl% ( 2 u+ A 5
Interestins values of ^ , xvhich Is inversely proportional

to the angular acceleration oi" the driving force, are of the

order of ten and greater for mechanical systems. For

sinaller values of ^ the frequency of the driving force

is in the vicinity of the natural frequency of the vibrator

for such a short time that there is no significant build up

of the amplitude. Hence, the complexity of the analysis can

be reduced by introducing asymptotic expressions for the

Fresnel integrals x^ith argument \l^ and Lu + i)T2:^ . The

(27)appropriate asymptotic expressions are

c (y)

1
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and

C JL _ C0s(Trvy2) __ $in(77Vy3.)

- I

where V is positive. If terms of order Q are con-

sistently neglected, the condition Z)Re/Du =" ^ will locate

the maximum amplitude at Ur.% , where

[C[cu«-njj[^]+/'JcosTr^(umH)V[S[(u,«-rt^]+/^] sinir^JUm-il^-O

(28)
Using a table of Fresnel integrals, one numerically

solves this transcendental equation and obtains

and the corresponding maximum amplitude, Rm = r?eCuo,,(j) is

found to be

Rn^~ 3.679^^'^ -.250] + .0085 {''

The analogously interesting case of constant de-

celeration from a steady state forced vibration of frequency

u^s may be treated by noting that as time runs from -oo

to , the initial conditions must be derived from the

requirements that the displacement and its first derivative

have continuous values when the decelerating frequency takes

place along the lines LP = -^i. and to-'>'-t , the Junction

being at u;=-c<t, . Since the asymptotic exi)ansions for

the Fresnel integrals are valid for positive arguments, it

is convenient to reflect the temporal dependence about the

origin. If U. =t, /t>2 the accuracy of the asymptotic

expansion of the Fresnel integrals of argument (u.-l) l/T^ is
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consistent with those of the Presnel integrals of argument

\/2^ , One then finds that the condition on U,r» for a

maximum in R& is

The numerical solution to this equation is

and the corresponding maximum amplitude is now

Rr. ^ 3.679
f''

^.2501 i- .008Sq''

For (2—10 the error in locating Um is .013, or about

0.6 per cent. This error becomes smaller as <2 becomes

larger.

Stmmiary

The quadratiires of motion for an undamped simple

vibrator driven by an applied force X'/hose frequency varies

linearly with time have been performed in terms of Presnel

integrals. Furthermore, by using the asymptotic expansions

for the Fresnel integrals of large argument simple algebraic

expressions have been derived for the time at V7hich the

maximiim displacement is encountered, and for the approximate

magnitude of the maximum displacement. The explicit results

are

tr.a,. ^ rL\ ± .8h06f'^)
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and

X.ax. -iP/l)l3.G79q'' + .250\ +.0^85^/0
x^here tm<k>.. is the time of occurrence of the maxim\im dis-

placement, T Is the tine at vjhich the frequency of the

applied force is equal to the natural frequency of the

simple vibrator, O is the nxomber of cycles which the free

vibrator would perform in time T , X>-«ftx. is the mazimiun

displacement of the simple vibrator, P is the amplitude

of the applied force and Jk is the spring constant of the

vibrator. The upper signs refer to an acceleration through

resonance, and the lower signs refer to the analogous decel-

eration through resonance.
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APPENDIX I

THE METHOD OP VARIATION 0? PAPJU-IETERS

Consider an inhomogeneous linear differential equation

of order n ,

L(y) = -fcx^

whe;

d yL(y) ^E^.CK)^

Suppose that a fundamental set of solutions U.(x) , Usfec) ,

..., Uniji) of the homogeneous equation

are kno^.-jn. The method of variation of parameters,^ °'

vrhich is due to Lagrange, can then "be applied to determine

a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation. Let

y = V, (^^ 4_ \y^ L., ^ -^ .
j_ Vn U„

vihere V. » Va » • . • > Vn are undetermined functions of X ,

and y is assumed to satisfy the inhomogeneous eqiiation.

The problem then is to determine the functions v* explicitly.

As an example v."hich can be generalized, consider a

second order equation

y '' -r a.o<) y ' ^- a-.L>i) y = -fcv)

-18-
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tvhere the priiaes denote differentiation v/ith respect to X .

Suppose that U.CX) and U.(}c^ are knoim and fona a fundamental

set of solutions of the homogeneous equation. Assxme a

particular solution of the inhonogeneous equation of the

form

Then

Since the differential equation itself is equivalent to a

single relation between the functions V. and Vi, it is clear

that one other relation nay be set up. This is chosen to be

V'u. -f V/u, —
Thus

y' = V. U.' -1- Va Ua

and a second differentiation gives

Substitution. A these expressions for /j y' and y'' into the

inhomogeneous equation leads to the relation

V/u; ^r V/u: = fix)

Since U, l-U, U,', U/ and f(i^^ are known, this equation

together x^rith

V.'u. -fV-Zi^, =6)
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constitute a pair of linear algebraic equations vzhich may

be solved siaiultaneously for V, , and Va .

where ACu.,U,")is the Wronskian of U, and Ui. The general

solution of the inhomogeneous equation is thus

The generalization to the ordinary linear differential

equation of arbitrary order is evident.



APPENDIX II

THE CASE 0? ElUIPING

UTien a velocity dependent damping tern is included,

the eqiiation of notion for a simple vibrator driven by the

force described in Chapter II is

d'x/dt'-r^,Ddx/dt -r^*X -{P/rr^) COsiO ^Ko^t')

where ^ is a diniensionless damping coefficient. If the

same variable transformations are made as in the case of

no damping one finds that the dimensionless equation of

motion is

IT the initial conditions appropriate to the case of

acceleration through resonance are applied, the conplete

solution may be vTritten in the form

R -r R^ cosO -\- R. Sin 9
where

4- e"'*"^" COS 27Tc.^u

and

R. =--zJ ^ S'\'a-Cl^f sin2rT.y^(u-p)af3

-21-
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and where £- {\-'%j. The equation for the envelope of

the fanily of curves defined by 9, obtained by elininatlns

9 between the equation for R and c)R/d9=0^ ^lay be tjritten

once again as Rc^R. +Rj. The Eazimxim amplitude is encountered

at Ui-n where Um satisfies the condition 'd'^^/'Ou-Q and

the masimiiin displace^aent is then

The first task then is to perform the integrals in

R, and 1t^. The author has not been able to reduce these

integrals to any functions which have been studied and

tabulated, or to shoT: that the Integrals may be approximated

by simple erpressions. For C sufficiently close to unity

one can manipulate Ri and f?a into a form vjhere the primary

contributions are due to Eosser^s integrals. -^

and

R >• (^C) = J„ e cos -^ d a

which have been tabulated, and to intec;i'als of the form

Cu-$)V^

1, = e J^ e COS — d^

and
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for which no useful expressions could be obtained. In

fact, even if one possessed useable expressions for f?,

and Ri there would reniain another serious problem: The

expression for U„ j obtained frcn the condition ORa/Du - O

would be complicated by the appearance of R, and R--

themselves because of the exponential terns.

By noting the results obtained by Lewis one can make

other qualitative remarks about the effect of damping on a

simple vibrator which is accelerated throi;igh resonance.

For a given value of the accelez'ation. the effect of in-

creasing the value of the damping coefficient, Y , is to

decrease the maximum araplitudes encountered, shift the

location of the resonance to slightly smaller values of U
,

and to broaden the resonance peak.
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